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Abstract

The human voice differs substantially between individuals. This facilitates
automatic speaker verification (ASV) — recognizing a person from his/her
voice. ASV accuracy has substantially increased throughout the past decade
due to recent advances in machine learning, particularly deep learning meth-
ods. An unfortunate downside has been substantially increased complexity
of ASV systems. To help non-experts to kick-start reproducible ASV devel-
opment, a state-of-the-art toolkit implementing various ASV pipelines and
functionalities is required. To this end, we introduce a new open-source
toolkit, ASVtorch, implemented in Python using the widely used PyTorch
machine learning framework.
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1. Motivation and significance 1

Automatic speaker verification (ASV) systems [1] compare a pair of speech 2

utterances (enrollment and test utterance) to decide whether or not the same 3

speaker is present in the two. Modern ASV systems involve three broad tasks: 4

(i) extraction of features from short segments of speech (frames); (ii) forming 5

a fixed-dimensional vector representation (speaker embedding) per utterance; 6

and (iii) comparison of the enrollment and test embeddings to assess the 7

degree of speaker similarity. 8

To help non-experts to develop ASV systems and to make research results 9

reproducible, a number of ASV bundle software has been introduced in the 10



past (Alize [2], Kaldi [3], Bob [4], Sidekit [5]). Further, multiple implemen-11

tations focusing on speaker modeling using deep neural networks have been12

published recently [6, 7, 8, 9]. We introduce ASVtorch – an up-to-date13

ASV toolkit that leverages from GPU acceleration available in the PyTorch14

library [10]. ASVtorch provides state-of-the-art implementation of classic15

i-vector [11] based speaker recognition besides various deep learning meth-16

ods [12, 13]. We provide training and evaluation recipes for the VoxCeleb17

[14, 15] and Speakers in the Wild (SITW) [16] datasets, both of which are18

widely used by ASV researchers.19

Figure 1 shows the processing pipeline in modern ASV systems. The20

three main components are feature extractor, speaker embedding extractor,21

and scoring back-end. A brief description of these components are given22

below. We refer the interested reader to [17, 18, 19], and references therein,23

for further details.24

Feature extraction. The function of a feature extractor is to produce a25

meaningful, compact representation of the input speech signal. The signal is26

first segmented into overlapped frames of 20 to 30 ms. From each frame, rel-27

evant features are extracted, for instance, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients28

(MFCCs) [20] in ASVtorch.29

Speaker embedding is a fixed-dimensional representation of variable-length30

utterances. Utterances of the same speaker are close to each other in the em-31

bedding space. The idea is similar to word embeddings [21, 22] in natural32

language processing, but in our case for acoustic data. Popular examples are33

x-vector [12] and i-vector [11] embeddings.34

Scoring back-end. Given a pair of enrollment and a test utterance em-35

beddings, φe and φt, a similarity score is computed. It might be a simple36

cosine similarity, or a statistical back-end like probabilistic linear discriminant37

analysis (PLDA) [23, 24]. It is also common to pre-process the embeddings38

through dimension reduction with linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [25],39

whitening and length normalization [26]. ASVtorch implements both embed-40

ding pre-processing and PLDA based scoring.41

2. Software Architecture42

ASVtorch comprises many Python packages (see Figure 2) detailed in43

this Section. Figure 3 illustrates how the different components interact with44

each other.45
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Figure 1: An example of a modern speaker recognition system consisting of a feature
extraction front-end, speaker embedding, and a scoring back-end.

frontend 46

The front-end package contains Python wrappers for Kaldi’s shell scripts [3] 47

to extract MFCCs [20] and to perform voice activity detection (VAD) and 48

data augmentation. The package contains a feature loader to load the fea- 49

tures to NumPy arrays, to compute delta features, and to perform cepstral 50

mean and variance normalization of the features. 51

backend 52

The back-end consists of an embedding processor, PLDA and score nor- 53

malization. The embedding processor can be used to center, whiten, and 54

length-normalize the speaker embeddings, as is the common practice. 55

networks 56

The network package contains all deep learning related functionalities, in- 57

cluding many architectures for speaker embedding extraction, training loop 58

for DNNs, and many custom neural network components. It also contains 59

two data loaders; one to load short-term features during DNN training and 60

the other to load features of full-length segments to perform validation and 61

embedding extraction. 62

ivector 63

The i-vector package implements the i-vector pipeline. This includes the fast 64

computation of GMM frame alignments and training of i-vector extractors, 65

both of which utilize GPU acceleration detailed in [27]. It also contains 66

necessary feature and Baum-Welch statistics data loaders needed in frame 67

alignment computation, i-vector extraction and model training. 68
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settings69

The hyper-parameters of different experiments are defined in a configuration70

file managed with the settings package. This allows convenient parameter71

optimization without a need to modify the code between the experiments.72

Configuration files have a custom format that allows inheritance of settings73

from other experiments. This minimizes the need to copy-paste settings74

between different experiments.75

misc76

This package contains miscellaneous functions and classes of the toolkit. The77

most notable of these utilities are the ones specifying file and folder structure78

of the output folder.79

utterances80

This package contains classes for representing utterances (recordings) and81

lists of utterances. Utterance objects contain utterance and speaker iden-82

tifiers as well as pointers to disk to stored features and frame alignments.83

In addition, the Utterance objects contain VAD labels that are loaded to84

RAM immediately when the utterance object is constructed. This reduces85

disk usage during later on an allows to quickly filter the utterances within a86

dataset based on utterance duration (after VAD).87

evaluation88

The evaluation package contains functions for scoring trial lists and for89

computing performance metrics, which include equal error rate (EER) and90

minimum of detection cost function (minDCF) [17]. The package also con-91

tains a class to plot detection error tradeoff (DET) curves [17].92

recipes/*93

The sub-packages of the recipes package contain main scripts and configu-94

rations to run specific ASV systems targeted for specific evaluations. These95

recipes are detailed in Section 4. The sub-package detplot contains an ex-96

ample of how to draw DET curve using the evaluation package.97

3. Software Functionalities98

3.1. Data loaders99

As shown in Figure 3, different operations require different variants of100

loaders of acoustic features. Common to all data loaders is that they operate101

on multiple CPU cores in parallel while GPU is concurrently using the loaded102
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Figure 2: Python packages of the ASVtorch toolkit.

data to perform the primary computation work. This subsection describes 103

the functionality of each data loader. 104

The data loader for DNN training crops training utterances within a 105

minibatch to enforce the same duration before feeding the minibatch to the 106

network. Although duration within a minibatch is fixed, it may vary across 107
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Figure 3: Computation pipelines of i-vector and DNN embedding systems in ASVtorch.

minibatches. Training minibatches for an epoch are created as follows:108

1. For each training speaker, U utterances are chosen and cropped into109

fixed duration segments by choosing starting positions of the segments110

randomly.111

2. Using the cropped utterances, minibatches of M utterances are created.112

As a result of random sampling, no two epochs use exactly the same data.113

For accelerated embedding extraction with GPU, we designed separate114

data loader that organizes enrollment and testing utterances into minibatches.115

The requirement of constant duration within a minibatch is handled by116

grouping utterances with similar durations into a minibatch by cropping117

them to the length of the shortest utterance. I-vector based systems also118

utilize two different kinds of data loaders. The first one loads acoustic fea-119

ture vectors in batches of fixed frame count to be used in computation of120

frame alignments with respect to the UBM components. The second data121

loader loads acoustic features and frame alignments and turns them into122

Baum-Welch statistics used for i-vector extraction.123
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3.2. Progress monitoring of DNN training 124

In ASVtorch, the training process of deep embedding extractors is mon- 125

itored in a number of ways. The training and validation losses as well as 126

training and validation classification accuracies are periodically reported. 127

Additionally, ASVtorch reports losses and accuracies on full-duration be- 128

sides the cropped training segments. This allows monitoring potential issues 129

caused by duration variation. 130

The above metrics are not often enough to reliably determine the quality 131

of the speaker embeddings, as the losses and accuracies are computed from 132

the output layer of the network, whereas the embeddings are extracted from 133

one of the preceding layers. Thus, ASVtorch runs a scaled-down version of 134

an ASV system with a PLDA backend after every Nth epoch to monitor the 135

progress in terms of EER and minDCF metrics. 136

3.3. Learning rate scheduler for DNN training 137

In ASVtorch, the parameters of a DNN are optimized using the minibatch 138

stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithm. In SGD, the magnitude of the 139

updates to the network parameters is controlled by the learning rate param- 140

eter. In practice, it is beneficial to begin training with a high learning rate 141

and decrease it as training progresses. This allows the network to converge 142

fast at the beginning while reaching closer to minimum of the loss landscape 143

at the final stages of training. To lessen the need of manual tuning of the 144

learning rate schedule, we use a learning rate scheduler based on the training 145

loss. The scheduler operates as follows: if the relative decrease in training 146

loss between two consecutive epochs is less than a predefined percentage, the 147

learning rate is halved. The training stops when the learning rate was halved 148

twice in a row. 149

3.4. 1D-CNN as time-delay neural network 150

Two common choices to feed audio features into DNNs are either as (a) 151

2-D spectrograms, or (b) 2-D feature maps. Among the two options, 1-D 152

convolution is more commonly used in speaker recognition. The reason is 153

that the concept resembles the way sequences of feature vectors are pro- 154

cessed as a time series. Coupled with dilation, the temporal context of the 155

neural network can be expanded using the same number of weights. The 156

temporal context becomes wider when moving deeper into the network. The 157

units in the deeper layers are indirectly connected to wider input regions, as 158
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Figure 4: A stack of three-layer time-delay neural network (TDNN) produces a wide
temporal context. The first layer constitutes a 1-D convolution with 1-by-5 filter and a
dilation factor of one (i.e., no dilation). The second and third layers are implemented as
1-D convolution with 1-by-3 filter with dilation factor of two and three, respectively. The
effective temporal context at the last layer is 7× 2 + 1 = 15 frames.

illustrated in Figure 4. This type of neural network is known as a time-delay159

neural network (TDNN) [28]. It is extensively used in ASVtorch.160

3.5. Temporal pooling layer161

Speaker embedding uses temporal pooling of features to form a fixed-
sized representation. This is implemented via an equal-weight averaging
(or pooling) of transformed features across all time steps. A fundamental
concern is to ensure that the gradient is properly back-propagated through
the temporal pooling layer. The authors are unaware of such analysis being
reported in earlier ASV studies. In specific, we are interested in the backward
propagation of gradient through

a =
1

T

T∑
t=1

at, (1)

where
at = g (Wft + bt) (2)

is the transformed feature vector at the t-th time step. Here, W, b, and ft162

are the weight matrix, bias vector, and input to a feed-forward layer followed163

by a non-linear activation function g. This could be a rectified linear unit164

(ReLU), leaky ReLU, or some other activation function.165

Let ∂L
∂a

be the gradient at the output of the temporal pooling layer, where
L denotes the loss function (typically, a multi-class cross-entropy loss) used
to optimize the network. Propagating the gradient backward through the
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averaging operation essentially divides the gradient to T equal parts such
that

∂L
∂at

=
1

T
· ∂L
∂a

for t = 1, 2, . . . , T. (3)

Since the same set of weights W is used to process the features ft, for t =
1, 2, ..., T , the gradients at all the T time steps are summed, as follows

∂L
∂W

=
T∑
t=1

∂L
∂at

· ∂at

∂W
=
∂L
∂a
· 1

T

T∑
t=1

∂at

∂W
(4)

From (3) and (4), we see that the net effect of gradient back-propagating 166

through the temporal pooling layer is the smearing of gradients to frames 167

and then summed to update the weight matrix and bias vector. From (4), it 168

is also clear that weighted average could be used to give more attention to 169

certain frames deem to be more important for speaker recognition task. We 170

refer interested readers to [29, 30] for further details. 171

4. Illustrative examples 172

As shown in Figure 2, ASVtorch comes with two ready made pipelines (or 173

recipes) to develop ASV systems for widely adopted VoxCeleb [14, 15] and 174

Speakers in the Wild [16] (SITW) datasets. Both evaluation recipes contain 175

i-vector, x-vector, and neural i-vector variants. The last was introduced in 176

[13] to combine ideas of discriminative and generative embeddings. 177

The VoxCeleb1 and VoxCeleb2 datasets used for VoxCeleb evaluation 178

were collected from YouTube by the authors of [14] and [15]. VoxCeleb1 179

consists of more than 150 000 utterances from 1251 speakers and VoxCeleb2 180

consists of over 1.1M utterances from 6112 speakers. The average utterance 181

duration is about eight seconds. In the VoxCeleb repice, we train the ASV 182

systems using VoxCeleb2 dataset, whereas VoxCeleb1 is used for testing. 183

For training, the utterances originating from the same YouTube video are 184

concatenated together. Testing is done using three trial lists introduced in 185

[14] and [15]: 186

• VoxCeleb1-O — The original VoxCeleb1 trial list consisting of 37 720 187

trials from 40 speakers. 188

• VoxCeleb1-E — A trial list comprising 581 480 trials from the entire 189

set of 1251 VoxCeleb1 speakers. 190
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Figure 5: Detection error tradeoff curves for x-vector, neural i-vector, and i-vector systems
evaluated on VoxCeleb-E (cleaned) [31] and SITW core-core trial lists.

• VoxCeleb1-H — A harder version of the VoxCeleb1-E trial list com-191

prising 552 536 same gender and same nationality trials.192

In addition, the results are shown for the cleaned versions of the above lists193

introduced in [31].194

The pipelines for SITW are very similar to VoxCeleb recipes. The differ-195

ence is that SITW recipes use both VoxCeleb1 and VoxCeleb2 for training.196

The results are computed for two trial lists:197

• SITW core-core — A trial list comprising 721 788 trials. Each utter-198

ance contains speech from one speaker only.199

• SITW core-multi — A trial list of 2 010 683 trials. Test utterances200

contain speech from one or more speakers.201

As the recipes are under continuous development, we refrain from report-202

ing the exact results from the recipes as they are expected to change over203

time. The current results can be found from the code repository of ASV-204

torch. Figure 5 shows the DET plots of the different ASV systems under205

different evaluations at the time of writing. The DET plots were drawn206

using functionalities in the ASVtorch toolkit.207

5. Impact208

The complexity of state-of-the-art ASV systems has increased through-209

out the past decades. This increased complexity concerns both the required210

level of expertise required to craft such systems, the amount and variety in211
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speech data required to develop (and evaluate) the systems, and the number 212

of model parameters. Crafting usable ASV systems used to be special activ- 213

ity reserved for experts in audio processing. This often involved combining 214

and interfacing different scripts and tools across programming languages or 215

computer environments; and part of the ‘art’ (as in ‘state-of-the-art’) was 216

about being aware of hidden implementation details (not always transparent 217

in publications), and spending substantial time to design and clean-up file- 218

lists. ASVtorch provides functionalities and recipes aimed at lowering the 219

barrier for non-experts, especially those from other disciplines and industries, 220

to quickly kickstart building ASV systems. 221

Whereas it took relatively long time for deep learning to outperform clas- 222

sic modeling approaches in ASV, deep speaker embeddings are now con- 223

sidered the state-of-the-art and are under active studies by many research 224

groups. While providing the state-of-the-art components, ASVtorch also im- 225

plements accelerated variants of classic methods, like i-vector. This enables 226

systematic comparison of new and existing algorithms on the same platform, 227

and is consistent with our aim to promote reproducible research. In the 228

example, we showed how to use ASVtorch in to train, test, and evaluate a 229

speaker verification system. Users can use the toolkit as-is, make modifica- 230

tion on top of current functionalities — or to even build commercial ASV 231

systems. 232

6. Conclusions 233

We introduced the ASVtorch toolkit for automatic speaker verification 234

(ASV) consisting of functionalities ranging from feature extraction to speaker 235

embedding and scoring. These functionalities have been carefully crafted, 236

fine-tuned, and tested on large-scale ASV tasks. Constructing a complete 237

ASV pipeline is always a major undertaking as it involves substantial domain 238

knowledge. Our aim is to make the ASVtorch toolkit available to a wide 239

audience, especially those from other fields and industry, and to encourage 240

reproducible ASV research. While providing a complete ASV pipeline, the 241

toolkit can be used independently following library-like design. It allows a 242

flexible, robust way to trial different ASV methods. Additionally, we believe 243

that various functionalities provided in the toolkit are applicable for other 244

audio, speech, and time series processing tasks, though the efficacy is yet to 245

be tested. 246
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